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ABSTRACT

Damage caused by impacts of structures can result in catastrophic failure, including huge loss of life. A typical example
involves a Flexrun which is particularly vulnerable to several impacts on the ground surface. It is, therefore, becoming
increasingly important to be able to model and predict such phenomena. The impact of an impacting compliant system
such as a Flexrun on the ground surface is simulated by the general purpose explicit dynamic finite element program LSDYNA. The complicated geometry has been modeled in Solid Edge ST6 before being imported into LS PrePost/LS-DYNA
for the required analysis. The response characteristics of the Flexrun show the effect of impacting velocity on strain and
stress histories of the mechanism. Results reveal that within the impacting velocity of 15m/s, the effective stress and
strain responses remain unchanged.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Compliant mechanisms (CMs), by definition, are
mechanisms that gain some or all of their motion from
the deflection of their members. This makes them very
different from traditional rigid-body mechanisms which
have rigid links connected by kinematic pairs such as pin
joints, sliding joints, and cams[1]. The Application
domain of CMs range from aerospace, to mechanical,
automotive, biomedical, orthopaedic and sporting
systems. A typical example of a sporting CM is the FlexRun used by amputated athletes. Such mechanisms are
subjected to contact/impact problems as shown in
Figures1 and 2where amputated athletes were using the
Flex-Run

Figure1 : Athletes using the flex-run during the men’s
200m T42 2016 at the London Anniversary Games at
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park [2].
The impact compliant system has been used in the design
and analysis of the Energy Storing Feet (ESF), a useful
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feet prototype for the prosthesis. The principle which
energy storage depends upon entered prosthetic design
by 1981 beginning with the Model & Instrument Works
Seattle Foot. The designed foot deflects through the
middle causing potential energy to be effectively stored.
The foot behaves as an elastic material such that after
each step, the stored energy causes the foot returns to its
original shape[3]. The introduction of the ̌ ssur FlexFoot ushered the second generation of the ESF in 1987.
This work, the material deflected consist of not just the
foot alone, making it mimic the typical human leg
consisting of the shank, toe, foot and heel of the foot,
allowing for effective storage of potential energy and
more energy return for push-off [4].
The step-to-step transition of the Flexrun is inherited
from the pendulum theory, thereby giving more benefits
associated with the ESF. Hafner et al. [5] summarily
stated that the benefits of ESF are limited to the concept
of self-selected working speed, in their review of the
benefits of the ESF in their article of storage of energy
and prosthesis responses. Accordingly, the majority of
examined studies shows that the type of foot does not
significantly affect self-selected working speed.
Statistically, there was an increase in walking velocity
when ESF was used but the amount of improvement did
not reach any reasonable significance.
In contrary, this consistently caused a decrease in the
magnitude of the peak vertical forces acting upon the
sound side. About 5 percent of this was characterized in
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the first-generation of ESF indicating a slight
improvement.
Further studies on the second-generation ESF has seen
an improvement with decreased by almost 20 percent
which was regarded as the industry’s earliest successes
in replicating the energy restoration of the Flex Run.
However, this has resulted in partial sparing of the
sound-side limb from the collision inherent in the stepto-step transitions.
There is an increase in the use of composite materials for
high duty components which require not only excellent
specific stiffness and strength but also impact capability
and damage tolerance. The particular applications where
these properties are at a premium include aerospace
components such as wings, fan blades and containment
casings[6], green energy applications such as the wind
and tidal turbine blades, military equipment including
vehicle blast protection systems and marine and even
submarine systems and compliant sporting systems such
as the Flexrun.A common feature of such applications is
the imperative to keep weight as low as possible and to
design to optimise impact performance.
The current state of the art in composites impact analysis
and verification places high demands regarding
computing time and expensive testing[7], reviews on
low-velocity impact[8], impact resistance[9], and the role
of fibre reinforcement architecture [10]. The analysis is
typically performed using explicit finite element (FE)
code [11], a feature of which is that the maximum size of
the time step is related to the smallest element
dimension in the model.

Figure 2: Germany's Markus Rehm jumps at the Muller
Anniversary Games [12]
The impact phenomenon is characterized by abrupt
changes in the value of system variables with most
visible discontinuities in the system velocities. Other
effects directly related are the vibration propagation on
the system components, local elastic deformations at the
contact zone, and energy dissipation. The selection of an
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adequate velocity model plays a key role in the correct
design and analysis of any impacting system.
The field of mechanics and biomechanics of prosthetic
feet has seen wide ranges of researchers have gone done
the line and others are still emanating. Millerand
Childress[13] conducted mechanical testing of the ReFlex VSP(TM) Foot on the pylon alone and the pylon and
forefoot system. Sauders et al.[14]developed an
approach for prosthetic foot design incorporating motion
analysis, mechanical testing and computer analysis.
Gitter et al.[15] determined the biomechanical
adaptations used by the below-knee amputee while
wearing a conventional prosthetic foot and to assess the
influence of energy storing prosthetic feet on these
adaptations.Curtzeet al.[16]determined the roll-over
characteristics of a broad range of prosthetic feet and
examined the effect of a variety of shoes on these
characteristics.South et al.[17] developed a rapid
prototyping framework using selective laser sintering
(SLS) for the creation of prosthetic feet that can be as a
means to quantify the influence of varying foot stiffness
on transition amputee walking. Frigo et al.[18]analysed
the mechanical characteristics of the prosthetic feet to
the purpose of defining criteria for proper sizing and
adaptation. Bonnet et al.[19] combined finite element
modelling and gait analysis to calculate the strain, stress
and energy stored in the foot along the stance phase for
self-selected and fast walking speeds.
To correctly design and analyse impacting compliant
system, the selection of most adequate velocity is a huge
criterion. Noticeable damage is experienced when
structural systems and materials are subject to impact
under both high and low velocities. This impact, if not
well understood can cause failure of the impacting
system. It is, therefore, becoming increasingly important
to be able to model and predict such phenomena.
The aim of this paper is to perform a numerical analysis
of a Flexrun impacting by an athlete. The numerical
analysis algorithm is numerically stable and efficient
[20], and runs in a matter of a few seconds on a modern
laptop computer.LS-DYNA [21], an advanced generalpurpose multiphysics simulation software package is
used and their response characteristics are investigated
for the impact analysis.LS-DYNA was selected due to its
robust capability of handling impact phenomenon.
2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
2.1 Ogden Material Model
To implement the finite element analysis of nearly
incompressible material models, the strain energy
density function
for such material is often
decoupled in terms of the dilatation and deviatoric parts
as
̅
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Where

Proceeding with the constitutive tensor, the principal
Cauchy stresses are therefore given as
̅
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k and μ are the material properties known as bulk and
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shear moduli respectively; J is the Jacobian of the
deformation gradient; C is Right Cauchy-Green tensor.
The strain energy density could be expressed in terms of
the principal stretches 𝜆j as
,
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The principal components of the Cauchy stress are given
by[22]
𝜆
, ,
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The strain energy potential can be written as either
function of the principal stretch ratios or as a function of
the invariants of the strain tensor , ,
𝜆
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𝜆
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𝜆 𝜆 𝜆
The modified distortion stretches and invariants are
then:
𝜆̅
𝜆
, ,

2.2 Impact Analysis
Figures 3-5 shows the Flex-Run geometry in
orthographic views. The Flex-run impacts the ground
surface as shown. The modelling of the Flexrun was
carried out in Solid Edge ST 6, imported into LS PrePost
and automatically meshed while LS-DYNA performed the
solution. The Flex run material is carbon-fiber-reinforced
polymer with average density of 1740Kg/m3 and Young’s
modulus of 72GPa while the target surface is idealized as
turf made from medium density polypropylene with
average density of 980kg/m3 and Young’s modulus of
1.8GPa. In the implementation of the material properties,
the Ogden model was used. Poisson ratio and Ogden
exponents’ values of 0.49995 and 2 were used which
reduces the Ogden model to the nearly incompressible
hyperelastic model when the summation limit
The
entire FE model was built with the necessary boundary
conditions (Figure 6).

and
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Eq. (6) could now be rewritten as
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Figure 3: Geometry of a Flex-Run
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Figure 4: Front View of a Flex-Run
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Figure 5: Side View of a Flex-Run

Figure: 6. LS-DYNA model of a Flexrun impacting on the
ground surface
2.3

Evaluation of Acceleration,
Displacements
The acceleration evaluated at time t is
{ } [ ] ([
] [
Where [

Velocities

and

The kinetic energy, strain, stress and displacement
histories, as well as the resultant velocity response
characteristics of the Flex Run,were shown at different
impacting velocities. From the simulation results in
Figure 7, it was found that the effective strain shows a
shifted step response, stabilising to different constant
strain values at various impacting velocities. The
minimum stability point is at 10m/s and 15m/s
impacting velocities while the maximum point is at
20m/s impacting velocity. The middle value lies when
the impacting velocity is 5m/s. This displays a nonproportionality relation of the impacting velocity with
effective strain.
The responses of the effective stress in Figure8 show an
exponentially increasing triangular waveform observable
within a time range. The same behaviour is observable
for 5m/s, 10m/s and 15m/s impacting velocities while
the 20m/s impacting velocity shows a higher stress level.
The kinetic energy responses in Figure 9 for the different
impacting velocities show a step function. The same
behaviouris observed for all impacting velocities except
for 10m/s where the kinetic energy has a lower constant
value.
Comparing the displacement time histories with different
impacting velocities in Figure 10, an exponentially
increasing triangular waveform was found. Figure 11
show a damping exponential waveform. The maximum
resultant velocities at various impacting velocities are at
0.05s contact duration.

])

]is the applied external and body force

vector and [
given by

]is the internal force vector, which is

∑ [∫

]

Where
is the hourglass resistance force and
is
the contact force. The velocities and displacement are
then evaluated as
{
} {
} { }
{

}

{ }

{

Figure 7. Effective strain response of the Flexrun at
different impacting velocities

}

Where

The geometry is by adding the displacement increments
to the initial geometry{ };
{
} { }
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 8: Effective stress responses of the Flexrun at
various impacting velocities
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impacting velocity did not affect the stress and strain
responses of the system up to a value of 15m/s. The
system will not fail as a result of increased impacting
velocity below 15m/s. This means that for super
sprinters, the design consideration for impact failure
should have an onset impact velocity value of 15m/s. It
is, therefore, important in the design of an impacting
compliant system, to take cognizance of the adequate
impact velocity values to avoid catastrophic failure. This
can only be achieved through adequate impact analysis.
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